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UMaine Student VfEANG
Airman First Class (A1C) Robert D. Girard (center), of Old Town, recently became one of the
newest members of the Maine Air Guard's 101st Air Refueling Wing, at Bangor A NG Base, andjoined a large number of "second generation Air Guardsmen in the process."
His father, SMSgt Gilles D. Girard (left), prouldy watches as A1C Girard is congratulated by MAJ
Charles Warren, after Girard took the Oath of Enlistment. Airman Girard is a graduate of Old
Town High School, and is in his Junior year at the University of Maine.
Faculty Senate wants live-in advisers
By Can Clay
Staff Writer
The Faculty Senate met
Wednesday Sept 26, in the
Lown's room of the Memorial
Union to discuss the budget, a
recent review of Sororities and
Fraternities and the status of the
new consruction on campus.
President Dale Lick said this
year's budget request represents
"the smallest biennial percentage
increase since 1980 and the only
votes cast against it were from
people who wanted it (the budget)
to be larger". According to Lick
the State is requesting tuition
increases to offset the new dollar
increases they're contributing.
UMaine still has the lowest tuition
of all the New England Land and
Sea Grant Colleges.
Among the funds requested $1
million is for energy costs, $3.2
million is to upgrade undergrad-
uate programs and $1.25 million
is for research and marine sci-
ences programs. " I think maybe,
if things go exactly this way, then
we might get just over half of the
total dollars, but right now I
wouldn't dare guess," said Lick.
Last spring an ADHOC com-
mittee was appointed to conduct
a study on thi status of the Greeks
at UMaine. The board decided
that the problems in the Fraternity
and sorority house:, are the same
as those in the dormitories but,
the dorms have more supervision.
The reccommendations the
committee presented to the Sen-
ate included: aboard of overseers,
live-in advisers, a minimum 2.0
GPA required to live in a house,
in-house judicial boards and non-
admittance to students removed
by ResLife. The board also sug-
gested that something be done to
improve the living conditions in
the houses because in some cases
they are 'sub-standard'. UMaine
will not give money to the orga-
nizations but will offer them low
interest loans to do the neccessary
repairs.
Tom Aceto, Vice-president for
Administration, discussed the
new construction on campus and
possible dates for completion.
Among the concerns voiced by
the Senate were: the unclearly
marked work areas, whether or
See FACULTY SENATE on
page 7
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Weather
Today: Fair. but cloudy.
highs in the 50's.
Tuesday: Fair, highs in
the mid-60's.
1.xtended forecast:
sunny and warmer.
IBM donates $600,000 in
Computers to UMaine
By Doug Vanderweide
Staff.Writer
International Business Ma-
chines Corp. and the University
of Maine closed a $600,000
equipment-grant deal Friday,
which "will give the University
of Maine a facility unlike any
Other in the world."
Thdt facility is the Pulp and
Paper Pilot Plant in Jenness Hall.
whi4 is run by the Chemical
Engineering Department.
The computer equipment will
be , used as an inter-connected
system for student computing,
business management, and the
plant's test laboratory, accoring
to Chemical Engineering De-
partment Chair David J. Kraske.
IBM's Edward J. Kfoury said
UMaine has "earned" the dona-
tion.
"As we have looked for a place
to do this at ... I looked for the
best place in the world, and the
best place in the world, right now,
is right here," Kfoury said.
"I really think (the donation is)
a chance to do things that will put
this university, and the students
of this university, on the leading
edge for a long, long time."
IBM, along with Heuristics,
Inc., an associated company
which develops software, are
donating several P5/2 cOmputers,
an Applications System/400
computer, networking software,
and IBM's Plant Works software
to run the system.
UMaine Pulp and Paper Foun-
dation Executive Director Stan
Marshall said the system would
be implemented over a three-year
time span. He added, however,
that the student system was on-
line and ready to be used.
Kraske said the new computer
equipment would be "instru-
mental in attracting new students"
to the chemical engineering pro-
gram.
"We do need thest complitcrr,.•'
said senior chemical-engineenng
student Mark Carter.
Nude dancing irks locals of
Northern Maine town
TOWNSHIP A, RANGE 7,
Maine (AP) - Topless dancing
shows have sparked debates in
some of Maine's livelier towns,
but now a club hidden in the
unorganized territories is
drawing heat from neighbors.
The owner, upset because peo-
ple in nearby. towns are trying
to regulate their lives in their
forest community, say those
who are offended can stay away.
"Don't go if you don't want to
go," said Wesley Proctor, who
with his wife Carolyn runs La
Casa de Fiesta.
"The only ones that want it shut
down are the churchgoers and
The wives that don't want their
husbands there," said Mark
Nadeau, a mill worker and pa-
tron.
The Proctors, along with their
five nieghbors, are the only
residents of TA-R7, a forested
area of pristine ponds and
spectacular views of Maine's
mile-high Mount Katandin in
the northern part of the state.
TA-R7, also known as Dolby,
has no schools, no town gov-
ernment and few of the servic-
es that neighboring East Milli-
nocket and Millinocket have.
But it also has lower taxes and
fewer rules, attracting people
who vaant to get away from
rule-making authorities.
But some residents of the two
paper-making towns that bor-
der Dolby fear that allowing
La Casa to continue to operate
would set the stage for more
topless bars in their commu-
nities.
Sports
Boston Red Sox win two
of three games over the
Toronto Blue Jays to
keep their spot in first
place.
World
Elvis clone does Zeppelin
covers tO reggae beats.
See story on page 6.
Wednesday's
performance of DORAN
reviewed.
—
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Modern students work hard, says study
(CPS) - College students today work just
as hard as their predecessors of 30 or 40
years ago, a University of California at Los
Angelas Study claims.
The assertion seems to disagree with
shelves full of studies saying colleges are
easier and students are not as well educated
as in the past.
Students today "spend the same amount
of time on academic work as the average
business or governmental employee at a
full-time job," said UCLA Prof. C. Robert
Pace of his study of students' work habits.
"This had not changed' much since the
1940's" added Pace, who on Sept. 1 re-
leased his survey of some 2,400 under-
graduate students at 74 campuses spanning
the years 1983-86.
Students rated the frequency and quality
of the involvement in 142 activities "that
would contribute to their learning and de-
velopment in college."
Pace then compared the answers to data
found in logs some college students kept
during the 1930s and forties.
"For me all it means is that, on average,
things are no worse" than 50 years ago,"
Pace said.
Much of the college reform movement
building since 1983 - and most of the
political rhetoric justifying cutting fed-
eral funding of colleges has been based
on the notion that today's students don't
work as hard or know as much as their
predecessors.
Reformers, however, are unsure that
Pace's study contradicts their conten-
tions.
Students may work as hard, but their
knowledge still may not be as broad as
students of the past, said Gene I. Maer-
off of the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, which wants
to require all students to take more hu-
manities courses to graduate.
One reason is that the curriculum has
changed since the 1950's.
"Today, undergraduate programs are
more occupationally oriented. Today,
one out of four students is in business
school. It wasn't like that then," Mae-
roff asserted.
University of Pacific senior Melinda
Sealander wondered if things have
changed even that much.
There are just as many people in school
(today) who aren't interested in educa-
tion" as there were in the 1950's specu-
lated Sealander, who estimated she
spends only about 15 hours a week on
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News in Brief
U. Tennessee Students Protest U.S.
Buildup
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (CPS) - A group of
University of Tennessee students, many of
hem foreign-born, staged a silent protest
Sept. 4 of the U.S. military buildup on the
A.rabian Peninsula. It was one of a handful of
uc h protests on American Campuses during
ecent weeks.
"We view the ban on food and medicine
shipments to the Iraqi people as unjustifiable,
criminal and inhumane," said the statement
from the protesters, who held signs urging
hat Arabs be left to solve the "Arab problem"
f Iraq's conquest of Kuwait.
Slain Syracuse Students Get New Me-
morial
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (CPS) - After a grot p of
parents complained that a memorial to the 35
Syracuse University students killed in the
1988 terrorist bombing of a Pan Am flight
aver Lockerbie, Scotland. was "insensitive,"
Syracuse officials unveiled an amended in-
scription on the memorial Sept. 5.
The new phrase notes the crash, which
killed 270 people, was "caused by a terrorist
bomb." The original inscription did not cite
a cause.
"We were confronted by a small group of
parents who felt the University had been most
nsensitive in their failure to identify the
pause of the crash as a terrorist bombing,
hereby allowing the event to be viewed as an
accident,"said Syracuse administrator Ronald
Cavanagh. 'They felt there should be a sense
that folks of good conscience ough: to pursue
he perpetrators."
Prors Letter Prompts Du Pont To Cancel
°liege Gift
INSTITUTE. W. Va (CPS) - The Du Pont
orperation canceled a $10,000 gift to West
Virginia State College (WVSC) after WVSC
Prof. B. Das Anna wrote a letter to the
Charleston Gazette complaining that
hemical emissions from nearby plants
shortened the lives of local residents.
Du Pont, whic wasn't named in the letter,
has a plant in the area.
After the letter was published, Du Pont
plant manager Dick Knowles told WVSC
oundation Director Cam Sellers he would
withdraw his recommendation that Du
Pontchip in $10,000 to help the school buy
aew lab equipment.
(CPS) — About 50 University of Colorado
at Boulder and about 300 University of
California at Berkeley students separately
protested the U.S. military buildup in the
Middle East Aug. 30, among the first such
campus demonstrations since Iraq invaded
Kuwait.
Students on both campuses spoke against
'dying for oil profits—and called on Ameri-
cans to solve the crisis by decreasing their
.nergy consumption.
rv ice Committee, a pa st Quaker group.
,Iteit Philadelphia, the American Friends
)eported that it had been "flooded" with 500
r.:alls from soldiers asking. how to become an
ifficial "conscientious c bjector" who would
be excused from combat duty.
COLUMBUS, Ohio ',CPS) — The Ohio
wrom.v. proro;,r• rt-yrili?c,
that it would pay all of their college tuition
expenses throughout the six years of their
Guard service, the Ohio Supreme Court
ruled Aug. 29.
In 1985 the Guard promised to pay 100
percent of student Thomas Peter Sorrenti-
no's tuition costs through six years of
Guard service, even though the Guard's
budget at the time covered only two years.
The court said the Guard did not have the
authority to commit its'elf to pay recruits'
benefits beyond the term of its budgets.
When it got its new budget, the Guard
said it would pay only 60 percent of its
recruits' tuition, prompting Sorrentino to
sue. The court said that, pending a lower
court decision, people who joined the Guard
thinking they would get 100 percent of
their tuition paid may not have to finish
their six-year terms.
SOUTHFIELD, Mich. (CPS) — More
than four out of five collegians expect to
completely change careers some time
during their lives; with about half of them
thinking about starting their own busi-
nesses, a nationwide survey by Right As-
sociates, Inc., found Aug. 29.
Students also expect to graduate into
lower management positions, where they
hope to earn $20,000 to $30,000 a year, the
company said.
WARWICK, R.I. (CPS) — In a com-
promise with her school, Community
College of Rhode Island student Rosarin
Charron won an 18-month-old fight to
avoid having to dissect a cat in a class she
needed to get her degree.
On Aug. 29, the college agreed to let
Charron, who contended raising cats for
the purpose of being dissected is immoral,
take an alternative human anatomy class at
the University of Rhode Island instead.
BOWLING GREEN, Ohio (CPS) —
Only 290 students out of a total of the
almost 7,800 moving into Bowling Green
State University 's dorms .--requested dorm
rooms reserved for smokers, campus
housing Director Jill Carr reported Aug.
28.
She said 425 students requested smoking
rooms last year.
4
NEW YORK, N.Y. (CPS) — Sixty per-
cent of the nation's collegians say they
probably will buy a foreign car after
gn duation, a survey of 1,024 students
nationwide by Roper Campus Reports
found.
Nevertheless, about 37 percent of the
students who already own cars are driving
American-made models. Thirty percent of
them own Asian-made cars, up from 24
percent the last time Eoper did a car survey
in 1988.
STANFORD, Calif. (CPS) — Police
arrested Stanford University Prof. John
Manley and four other campus workers
who had'-barricaded themselves in a school
building to protest a round of layoffs that
could cost 3011to 400 Stanf,Ird employees
their jobs.
The five said Stanford, which announced
it needed to cut $22 million from its op-
erating budget by next September, was
punishing low-level workers for higher-
level money mismanagement
Money woes. are also causing layoffs,
sometimes of teachers, at the 9 California
State University campuses and at most
public campuses in West Virginia.
•<3.
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By Patti t k
Staff Writer
Students at the University of Maine are
fortunate to have emergency medical ser-
vices 24 hours a day, seven days a week
while school is in session, if the need
arises.
University Volunteer Ambulance Corps
(UVAC) is a student-run, student-staffed
emergency medical service affiliated with
Cutler Health Center. Currently it is staffed
by 40 volunteers, most of whom are not
majors in the field of medicine, but are
interested in emergency medicine and
helping people.
"There are no special ifequirements for
joining UVAC, it's open to anyone inter-
ested," said coordinator Joel Burns. -The
only requirement for a volunteer is that he
or she must become certified in CPR a
month after joining."
According to Burns, a set crew of three is
on duty at any given time. Two of the
volunteers on duty are Emergency Medi-
cal Technicians (EMT's) and the third is
an attendant Hours for each volunteer run
from 12 to 48 a week. UVAC runs 24
hours a day, seven days a week, except on
break, when the campus is officially closed.
During the summer months, the Orono
Rescue Department takes over UVAC's
responsibilities and uses some of its
equipment.
According to Mike Azevedo, the officer
in charge of scheduling and supplies.
UVAC has a 1987 Ford First Response
Ambulance which has a Basic Life Support
Unit capable of keeping a patient in serious
condition alive until he or she can be taken
to the Advanced Life Support System at
Old. Town or to the emergency room at
Eastern Maine Medical Center.
"We can deal with any kind of emergen-
cy on campus," said Azevedo. "With the
equipment we have, we can begin treat-
ment and let Old Town know what we need
so they can bring it with them."
Burns said that UVAC recieves up to 300
calls per school year, and can be anywhere
on campus in two to three minutes. Bums,
the coordinator, is responsible for the day-
to-day operations of the squad, making
sure that everything is running smoothly.
Unive, i,itiiiteei
ambulance. UVAC has timately 30 volunteers per year. (Photo by John Baer.)
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c • Joel Burns looks over equipment from the university
keeping morale up, and supporting the
crews. She also deals with the business
and legal aspects of UVAC. Azevedo is
responsible for ordering supplies, taking
care of mechanical supplies, and scheduling
people when they are available so that all
shifts are covered. In addition to Burns
and Azevedo, there are two other officer
positions. a training officer and a secretary.
Brian Richardson, the training officer, is
:responsible for bringing outside training
to the squad and training newlvolunteers.
Becka Faust, the secretary, is responsible
for keeping written correspondence and
!keeping minutes at meetings.
UVAC was started in 1971 at the De-
partment of Public Safety, moved to ttic
„to
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•
Tuesday, Oct. 9 at 7:00 p.71,
ice cream social with,t11
Wednesd:i oct.  4 at 5:i 1),
lok-out :e sisters a! t
Meet at 15.:AE (adjacent to the
at listed times for all rusi .
sons Sally McKinnon and it is overseen by
Mark Jackson. Director of Cutler Health
Center.
, 4., --qo
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Department of Environmental Safety a few
years later, and now is directly affiliated
with Cutler Health Center. Its faculty advi-
.•-•;.;••
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OCTOBER 9
X* Doors open 7 p.m.
Show starts 8 p.m.
scen. Admission $5.00
Doors open to
Everyone .1! 10 p.m.
; 1?
;
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AND
Remember
Immediately
after the show is
"Ladies Night
$ .50
,! 
well drinks
$ .50
Lite B.,
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of Journalism and Mass Communicatioi
and John N. Diamond, UM assistant pro -
Williams
B awards
lessor of Journalism and Mass Communi-
cation.
Shakespeare
Nadeau
SMARTS AUTO BODY
Custom Painting & Glass Replacement
Collision Repairs/ General Repairs
24 hr. Wrecker Service
MA Approved
581- 2331 324 N. Main St. Old Town
PEER 'IUTORS NEEDED
The Onward Tutor Program is looking for peer
tutors in the 100 & 200 levels of: Math, Physics,
Chemistry, Biochemistry, Computer Science, and
Psychology.
Students must be currently enrolled at UM,
received an A or 13 in the course(s) they wish to
tutor, have a minimum 2.5 OVA (3.0 preferred),
excellent communication skills and a high level of
patience. Work-study eligibility required.
If interested, contact; The Onward Tutor Program
flagstaff Road
Orono Campus
581-2319
Broadcasting Students win Mi
Three broadcast journalism majors from
the University of Maine have been awarded
scholarships by the Maine Association of
Broadcasters for their performance as
members of the news team of WMEB-FM,
the student-run radio station.
Karen Nadeua of Fort Kent, Holly
Hammack of Springfield. Va., and Kristin
Williams of Kents Hill were persented the
awards at the 1990 MAB Conference on
Sept. 21 in Sebasco. All three expect to
graduate in May 1991.
Nadeau, who received a $500 scholar...hip,
was nominated for the award because of
her academic performance - a 3.4 grade
point average - and her work on the station's
news staff.
Helton
Hammack, also the recipient of .a $500
scholarship, was nominated because of her
wok as reporter and producer for the
WMEB news team. In addition, she has
been selected as the station's public affairs
director, the top position in the news de-
parttnent. she supervises the news opera-
tion as well as sports and other public
affairs programming.
Williams, winnerof a $1,000 scholarship,
wasi;hosen for her academic performance
of a 3.65 grade point average, for her work
on the WMEB news staff and for her
internship at the Maine Public Bradcasting
Network. The three were recommended
for the awards by department chairperson
Stuart J. Bullion, UM associate Professor
I,enardson
Susan M. Murray
Assistant Dean and Director of Career
Services and Alumni Relations
B.S., Keene State College
J.D., Western New England College, 1986
Dean Murray joined the administration
of Western New England College School
of Law in July, 1989. She brings to her
post a number of years of experience in
 
 both corporate and academic administra-
tion, having served as vice president of a major Boston legal
publishing firm. Before law school, she managed athletic and
recreational programs at New Hampshire College.
•The Maine Campus, October 1-2, 1990
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Prof: 'Leave Iraq-We have enough problems at home'
Julie Campagna
Staff Writer
Iraq invaded Kuwait August 2nd. The
United States acted quickly and sent in
troops. It has been almop two months now
and Saddam Hussein, "the oppressive ty-
rant" has not budged.
The Marxist-Socialist Luncheon Series
opened last Thursday with a lecture on the
"explosive" Persian Gulf crisis.
The lecture was given by Alex Grab,
from the Dept. of History.
"There are close to 200,000 troops". in
the Middle East to put pressure on Hussein
to withdraw," and the build-up is expected
to rise until the end of October", said Grab.
Kuwait was created by the British in
1899. The British signed an agreement to
protect Kuwait from any invasions or
claims made by other countries. In 1923
the British established the borders of Ku-
wait and at the same time, established the
country of Iraq. In 1961, Kuwait became
independent of Britain. Iraq then tried to
annex Kuwait, but they were not successful.
There are rich oil fields on the border of
Kuwait and Iraq. Iraq wants control of
these oil fields.
The United Nations Security Council has
already made a resolution imposing an
embargo on Iraq. but Hussein hasn't
flinched.
Grab gave a detailed account on Kuwait
and Iraq, he also gave his input as to what
he thinks President Bush should have done.
"The U.S. should have put this crisis
under the umbrella of tht U.N.". said
Grab. "The United States has enough
problems of it's own, we should take care
of things at home first instead of getting
involved in another crisis".
He also touched on such topics as the
need for an energy conservation policy "it
would improve the quality of life, our
environment, and we would save money".
The Marxist-Socialist Studies luncheon
series is held every Thursday through
November 18th, in the Sutton Lounge at
the memorial Union.
Next week a lecture will be given Doug
Allen from the Dept. of Philosophy on
Nelson Mandela and the Struggle Against
Racism.
Council on women to A, ersce task force recommendations
A standing Council on Women has been
appointed by University of Maine President
Dale W. Lick in response to a key recom-
mendation of the Task Force on the Status
on Women.
A major thrust of the council will be to
continue to collect in formation and conduct
further study on the issues raised in the
report, released in July 1988. The council
is also charge with monitoring tile imple-
mentation of the President's action plan
for addressing more than recommendation
for improving status and providing op-
portunities for female faculty. staff and
students.
The original task force was commissioned
by Lick to Study and report on the distri-
bution, retention, compensation. ad-
varcement and respresentation of women
at the University. and the organizational
process and crimate affecting them.
The approximately 20-member Council
On Women is chaired by Lea G. Aciatd,
director of the School of Nursing. Its re-
sponsibilities include: establishing a study
agenda e,ach year to define and focus on
Prof strikes
stymie classes
(CPS)- Students at three different colleges
found most of their class" canceled when
they were caught in the Middle of labor
battles between their teachers and their
admir istrators.
Professors at Temple University in
Philadelphia. Union County Communit‘
College in New Jersey and the Universn
of Bridgeport in Connecticut all spent tht
first week of September on strike, delaying
the start of classes.
At Temple. the few classes held since the
Sept. 4 start of school were taught h •
graduate students. Many of those classe.,.
however, were expected to be canceled
soon, as teaching assistants threatened to
mount a two-day walkout in support of the
professors.
The teaching assistants, who receive a
$6,500 annual stipend and no health ben-
efits for working 20 hours ea*h week. wan
to form a union to present their grievances
to the administration.
During the past few school years, teaching
assistants at the universities of Wi!..
Utah, Pennsylvania, Ca1ifornia-I3ci dey,
and Minnesota. as well as at M.. •igan
State, Cornell add Purdue uni versi have
tried to form unions to try to improve their
pay, benefits and working conditions.
"The back-to-school period is when most
(strikes) occur," said Perry Robinson, di -
rector of the college division of the
Washington, D.C.-based American Fed.
eration of Teachers (AFT), one of three
major teachers' unions.
changing and evolving issues affecting
women: reviewing data and reports rela-
tive to women at the University produce
regularly by offices such as Equal Oppor-
tunity and Human Resources; recom-
mending additional strategies to enhance
the representation, participation and rec-
ognition of women at the University: and
reporting annualy to the President and
Executive Council, and providing infor-
mation to the University community and
the public.
Judith 1. Bailey, assitant vice president
for Cooperative Extension, is Ifice chair-
'person of the council, which includes
representation from University adminis-
tration, faculty, professional and classified
staff and students. State Legislator Mary
R. Cathcart of Orono serves as a repre-
sentative from the community.
Specific reconunendations for enhancing
the status and recognizing the perspectives
and contributions of women at the Uni-
versity come under other major heacings
of Educating the Community, Recruiting
Women to positions in Areas of Ur der-
representation., Increasing Resources for
Women, promoting Advancement Oppor-
tunities, and Remedying Inequities in
Compensation.
"The appointment of a standing Com-
mission on Women is an indication of
President Lick's continued support for
improving the status of women on this
campus. I am pleased to be part of this
effort and look forward to the challenges
inherent in this responsibility," says
Chairperson Acord.
ZUBWAN"
HIRING
PART-TIME and FULL-TIME
EMPLOYEES
Flexible hours day/night now available. Training provided for
friendly, responsible individuals with good math and reading skills,
a willingness to learn, and who enjoy working with people.
Delivery drivers also needed.
Apply in person from 4 p.m.-8 p.m. October 1E12
18 Mill St. Orono
Boston-Bouve
College
Not eastern
Liirsity
lagaarsia$006.16.66wooseimorow..
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Elvis clone dec
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (CPS) - "I was ac-
tually created by aliens, and! was patterned
and modeled after the most popular person
to ever walk the earth, who of course is
Elvis Presley. And I look like him, and
sound like him, and everything, and a lot of
people mistake me for him, but I'm actu-
ally not.,,
Are these the words of a National Enquirer
interviewee? The real subject of those
Elvis sightings at the Burger King in
Kalamazoo? Nope. Meet Tortelvis, the
Elvis impersonator who sings lead for
Dread Zeppelin, arguably the strangest
new group of the season.
The group's repertoire consists almost
entirely of reggae covers of Led Zeppelin
songs, which are now collected on Un-led-
Ed, its newly (released album from IRS
Records.
The record already has climbed to 23rd
place on the album charts in the Aug. 31.
edition of CMJ New Music Report, a trade
magazine that tracks the college music
scene.
The music is as eccentric as Tortelvis,
who just a few months ago was claiming to
be the actual legitimate son of the king
aimself.
Chicago Sun-Times, Friday, March 16,
1990: Daddy who, of course, is
Elvis Presley..."
The Daily Texan, Friday, March 2, 1990:
"My Daddy who, of course, is Elvis Pres-
ley...."
Chicago Tribune, Friday, March 16,1990:
"Q. You are the son of Elvis Presley?
A. I'm the legitimate son, yes."
Then again, he might have come from
outer space.
"I'm really vague about the aliens
themse I ves," Tortel v is admits. "A111 know
is that as a child, for the first couple years
of my life. I believe I orbited the earth in
I lo
Skylab or something and I fell down into
Daddy Telv is's backyard in California.
He's the one who raised me from a small
child, and the way he figured out that I was
modeled after Elvis Presley was, of course,
by my beautiful singing voice."
As for where he got the idea for the
reggae/Zeppelin thing. "It was actually
Elvis Presley's idea. He came to me in
1977. He just told me simply, 'Do Led
Zeppelin songs reggae style, the way they
were supposed to be done."
But then there were rumblings from
nonbelieving lawyers from Graceland.
-Well, boy we've had quite a bit of prob-
lems with (the son-of-Elvis story)," the
singer recalls. "We've had bad PR people
and rumors getting around, but it's actually
riot true, that whole thing. Oh yeah,! guess
rumors have gotten around that I'm the
illegitimate or legitimate son Of Elvis, but
it's not really true."
"They changed the story on their own."
says David Millman, an IRS publicist, of
the band's recent disavowal of the Elvis
story. "'They would get bored doing the
same show all the time."
Just to be safe from legal claims that the
band was trespassing on any Gnceland
copyrights, the record company issued a
video press kit along with a letter from
company President Miles Copeland letting
everyone know that the band was kidding.
IRS's mock-tabloid bio of the band care-
fully avoids all Presley references.
"Writers press me for details all the time,"
says Millman. "What tue their real names?
Where are they really from? But I always
say the less that's real about this band, the
better."
So, in the interest of fact-free journalism,
here's that man with/ the beautiful singing
voice, on how the band started.
While making his appointed rounds as a
tome, sith
of
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covers to reggae beat
milkman, "I ran into the back of a Ford
Pinto. In case you're wondering, it didn't
blow up or anything, but out popped about
five reggae musicians, and I pretty much
hired them on the spot, and we've been
doing it pretty much since then. That was
about two years ago."
Thus destiny was served. "Yeah, it was
just pure luck. Yeah, that was one of the
things that was just fulfilling the whole.
The whole thing made sense to me, you
know? Everything kind of fell together."
The lucky guys in the Pinto were rhythm
guitarist Jah Paul Jo, bass player But Mon,
percussionist Ed Zeppelin, lead guitarist
Carl Jah - who Tortelvis calls "one of the
top 500,000 guitar players ever to live in
the Richmond, Virginia area" - and
drummer Fresh Cheese, "the former light
heavyweight champion of the world."
Although he wasn't in the ill-fated Pinto,
no Dread Zeppelin show is complete
without the sixth Dread, Charlie Hodge,
whose sole function is to bring Tortelvis
water and towels on stage.
"He pretty much makes the show hap-
pen," says Tortelvis. "If! sweat, he wipes
me down. If I'm thirsty, he gives me water.
If I'm hungry, he'll give me a jelly dough-
[tin, or a peanut butter and banana sand-
wich."
,Like any man of destiny, Tortelvis is sure
of his future. "I've got only 13 more years
to live," he states. :I'm 29 yeatS old now,
and I probably will be dying at the age of
42, just as Elyis did, and Elvis's mother
did. So I've pretty much got to do every-
thing that I want to do within the next few
years."
Dread Zeppelin's whole National En-
quirer-inspired gestalt may be silly, but if
you hear the music, you won't be able to
dismiss them as pure n6velty. Sure, the
whole concept of an Elvis impersonator
fronting a band doing reggae covers of
Zeppelin tunes is wholly preposterous, but
their version of "Whole Lottatove" cooks
like nobody's business. No matter what
Tortelvis's real name and life story are, he
really does possess a beautiful singing
voice.
If you're already a fan, however, Tortel-
vis- has a very special message for you:
"There's something wrong with my lip!
There's something wrong with it! Charlie,
help me out with my lip here, would ya?
God, Charlie, get away from me."
Graduate assistants under gun
to improve language skills
(CSP) - Responding to student complaints
that they sometimes have trouble under-
standing foreign-born college instructors,
Pennsylvania has become the most recent
state to pass a law requiring that all campus
teachers be fluent in English.
"This law is not the first (of its kind)
around, but I won't give the impression
that such laws are plentiful. They're very,
very sparse," said Jerry Sabot, spokesman
for state Sen. Vincent Fumo, who sponsored
the. bill.
- Missouri, Illinois, Florida, California,
Northi D2kota, Texas and Oklahoma also
have laws requiring campus instructors to
prove that they can speak English well
enough to be understood by their students.
Some schools - Syracuse, Temple and
Stanford universtites, among others - hold
courses to help graduate teaching assistants
with their English.
Student complaints about having trouble
understanding their instructors began
spreadim? about 10 years ago, when for
people began to account for a
growing percentage of the graduate stu-
dents on U.S. campuses.
Schools, of course, often employ 'grad
students to teach lower-level courses and
lead discussion groups.
-The loser in the whole thing is the (un-
dergraduate) student," maintained Sabot,
who said Fumo's office got "numerous"
complaints from students having trouble
with instructors in complex courses like
the sciences.
Under the new Pennsylvania law, schools
now have to certify to the state Department
of Education that their instructors are flu-
ent in English.
The grad students themselves do not seem
to mind the new regulations.
"I think T.A].s should speak good En-
glish," Jun Mie, a Chinese teaching assis-
tant at the University of Pittsburgh's math
department. "All students should under.
stand (the coursework) completely."
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screen and directed by Peter Hyams, "Nar-
row Margin" is produced by Jonathan A.
Zimbert. The co-producer is Jerry Offsay,
and the executive producers are Mario
Kassar and Andrew Vajna. "Narrow Mar-
gin," from Caroleo, is a Tri-Star Pictures
release.
Peter Hyams, who directed "The Presid-
io" and "Running Scared" and directed
and worte "2010" and "Outland," says,
"The type of film that I long to see more of
is the grown-up thriller: a mystery that's
not about mechanics and pyrotechnics and
special effects but about people; a mystery
with substance, like the films of the '40s
and '50s I used to watch as a kid."
Hyams' latest project was inspired by
one such film, the 1952 RKO Picture "The
Narrow Margin," starring Charles McGraw
and Marie Windsor.
"I was intrigued by its premise of two
people being stalked while on a train," he
recalls. "I think that trains are very roman-
tic, mysterious and exotic, and I was
.1
,arortio
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"Narrow Margin" Stars Hackman as assistant DA
When L.A. Deputy District Attorney
Robert Caulfield (Gene Hackman) goes to
a remote cabin M Canada to retrieve Carol
Hunnicut (Anne Archer), a reluctant wit-
ness to a top-level mob slaying, he, acci-
dentally exposes her whereabouts to the
hit men sent to silence her. Caulfield and
Hunnicut r- •ke a frantic retreat oato a
Vancouve; And train, only to discover
the perfect t.- !pe has turned into the perfect
trap the .,ailants have followed them
on board.
For the next 20 hours, as the train. speeds
through the Canadian Rockies, a sus-
penseful and deadly game of cat and mouse
ensues in which the difference between
life and death comes down to a narrow
margin.
Mai ro Kassa! and Andrew Vajna present
a Jonathan A. Zimbert Production of Peter
Hyams Film starring Gene Hackman and
Anne Archer, "Narrow Margin." Also
starring are James B. Siklcing, J.T. Walsh
and M. Emmet Walsh. Written for the
RP'
Peter liyants directs a scene from -.NARKOVr MARGIN" who allso wrote the
screenplay for the film.
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Faculty Senate
not safely requirements were being met
and the disruption of classes due to the
noise. Aceto- assured the Senate that the
OS if A °spec tors are on the sites are on the
about three times a week and that the work
areas will be checked to be sure they are all
clearly marked. "The crews will be doing
some work during the evenings and at
continued from page 1
night but it ' •
work around..
schedul ing problem
to minimize the mini!
said.
The Faculty Senate
Oct 24
to schedule all the
. dules. It's mainly a
I effort will be made
• f conflicts," Aceto
will meet again on
t
compelled by the claustrophobic environ-
ment you create when you take people and
confine them in very tight spaces— when
there is prey, a predator, aid no place to
go."
Into this setting the writertiirector placed
"Narrow Margin's" twocentral characters:
Robert Caulfield, a determined and some-
what unorthodox Los Angeles deputy dis-
trict attorney bent on bringing an under-
world boss to trial; and Carol Hunnicut, an
attractive editor with a publishing compa-
ny who becomes Caulfield's best chance
at getting a long-awaited conviction.
"These are two very unlikely people who
start out in an adversarial relationship,"
Hyams says. "She is very angry at him for
getting her into the situation she's in. He
misjudges her when he hasn't a clue who
she really is. Through the course of events
see NARROW on page 16
.a.40441111101‘
Robert Caulfield (Gene Hackman ) district attorney, an murder witness Carol
Hunnicut(Anne Archer) cling to the roof of a speeding traln that cuts through the
Canadian wilderness as they try to elude hired killers in "ARROW MARGIN," a
Tri-Star Pictures release from Carolco.
Review: Doah concert
soothing and relaxing
By Frank Spurr
Staff Writer
When I walked into Hauck Auditorium
on Wednesday night, the stage was filled
with items that looked as if they belonged
in a garage sale, not. in a concert.
But when Doah started playing these
mysterious items in concert, I became
aware of the fact that music is more than
just guitar, piano, and drums. There are
instruments from all parts of the globe and
Doah played many of them.
There were flutes from South America,
bells from India, a West African balafon,
and a genuine Hawaiian mandolin-harp
made in Brooklyn. When these instru-
ments combined with a modern Yamaha
synthesizer and a drum set, the result is
music which soothes tensions and relieves
you from the cares of the day. It did so for
a couple of hours anyway.
Doah was founded in 1974 by Randy
Armstrong and Ken LaRoche. Later, Mar-
ty Quinn, Volker Nahrmann, and Charlie
Jennison joined the group. They have ap-
peared at Lincoln Center, Carnegie Recital
Hall, and the „Bear Mountain Festival of
World Music and Dance.
With each band member doubling, tri2
piing and quadrupling on the many instru-
ments, they played close to 70 instruments
throughout the night.
Each original composition had its own
character and it was often reflected in the
title of the song. "Morocco" was a piece
which featured percussion. One audience
member said it was perfect tango music.
Two compositions featureda large bowl-
shaped instrument called an imbura. One
of these numbers had the unusual title,
"Mothlike Lovers of the Night," while the
other "Companions of the Crimson Co-
loured Ark" was from an album of the
same name. The imbura appeared to have
strings inside it.
One of the highlights of the evening
included a song about the beauty of Alaska
called "The Night Season." In this song, a
long, tube-shaped instrument filled with
pebbles or sand was held up to a ini‘ro-
phone and slowly twistld. This reproduced
the sound of a babbling brook. Combined
with bird-calls and flutes, the song echoed
the vastness of the Alaskan wilderness.
Another highlight occurred after inter-
mission when Armstrong and LaRoche
appeared onstage by themselves. LaRoche
played keyboards and a variety of flutes
and Armstrong played accoustic guitar.
Armstrong was simply amazing as his fin-
gers effortlessly took over. He seemed to
be in a trance while the audience was
awestruck as well. During the intermis-
sion break, an audience member said she
thought the concert was "awesome," but
that she was disappointed with the low
turnout. However, what the 'crowd lacked
in number, they made up for in apprecia-
tion. I group pliyed an encore follow-
ing a .17 ovation.
The I. i was sponsored by the Union
Board.
•8
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Editorial
In the past, The Maine Campus has done
little reporting on the Greek system at the Univer-
sity of Maine, despite the fact that about 20 per-
cent of the student body is involved with Greek
activities.
On those occasions when the Greek system
has been mentioned, the vast majority of the press
coverage has focused on "negative issues."
The lack of complete reporting on UMaine
Greeks is an oversight for which we apologize
and intend to correct.
The Maine Campus recognizes the impor-
tance of the Greek system on campus. In an era
when Greeks are meeting new challenges to their
survival, it is critical that fair, accurate reporting
of Greek activities exists to help Greeks and non-
Greeks alike stay atop developments and formu-
late new goals, ideas, and attitudes.
,It is true that some Greek organizations on
campus have passed over the bounds of proper
conduct. They have been penalized for those
transgressions, and The Maine Carnpus has re-
ported on those malfeasances and punishments
quite fully.
What we at The Maine Campus have failed
to do on a regular basis is provide coverage of the
Greek systems -positive" initiatives, such as
charity fund-raising, community-service projects,
and blood drives, just to name a few.
Again, this is an oversight which we imme-
diately intend to correct.
Beginning with today's coverage of the
Greek teleconference, The Maine Campus will be
devoting a staff reporter to the Greek beat. This
reporter will be expected to cover issues of im-
portance to the Greek community, the current ac-
tivities of various Greek organizations (both
"positive" and "negative"), and the interaction of
Greeks and non-Greeks at UMaine, among other
topics.
hi undertaking this important step, The
Maine Campus would like to encourage the
Greek organizations at UMaine, the Panhellenic
Council, the University of Maine Fraternity
Board, and other interested parties to contact the
newspaper.
We ask these organizations and persons to
submit comments, criticism, suggestions and mat-
ters of interest, either for publication or edifica-
tion, to us. We would also like to solicit from the
Greek organizations on campus a "contact per-
son" through whom our staff can receive these
same items on a weekly basis.
By working together, The Maine Campus
and UMaine's Greeks can help establish a more
balanced, fair, and accurate reporting of a large
variety of Greek issues in the University's student
newspaper.
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Coloring by numbers?
It just wasn't meant to be.
According to a very informal
poll of a couple of fellow stu-
dents they couldn't believe it was
being done at all.
What am I talking about you
ask?
Well, of course the fact that
they are painting the new Doris
Twitchell Allen Village...white..
Well, you say, what is wrong
with white? Well nothing, only
the fact of the matter is that be-
fore the white was applied it was
a perfectly fine brick building.
Brick, the color of approxi-
mately 90 percent of this cam-
pus. It gives a certain continuity
to the place I always thought.
Determined to at least get to the
bottom of this I called Greg Stone,
assistant director of residential
te for east campus.
Stone told me that the white
paint was actually a scaler called
Modac which is part of the build-
design.
"In reality it is just an architec-
tural creation," he said. The de-
signers were "trying to get the
white building New England
look."
The sealer is supposed to be
very durable and saved the uni-
versity money on bricks.-
According to Stone the fact that
the white covers the face of the
building allowed them to pur-
chase off-color and chipped
bricks for the construction.
Satisfied that I had solved the
Doris Twitchell Allen Village
paint mystery I moved on to oth-
er paint Matters.
I noticed that Bananas took his
trip around campus a bit early
this year. So I called down to the
Student Alumni Association to
find out what the story was.
Nancy Dysart, director of
alumni activities seemed more
than willing to help me with the
By Damon Kiesow
problem.
Sensing I needed some back-
ground on the situation Dysart
explained that the blue paw prints
began to appear about 10 years
ago.
At that time the football team
was not in the best of shape. "Wins
had not come easily and loss was
knocking at the door," Dysart
said.
The Student AlLmni Associa-
tion, on their way to a conference
at Clemson Univ -rsity noticed
giant orange paw prints on the
highway.
They learned t! at Clemson's
students painted he prints as a
way to mark out theit territory
and increase schcol pride.
Those students .;:arne back and
painted those blue prints around
campus before the homecoming
game.
"It was the first homecoming
game we won in many years,"
Dysart said.
Dysart said the paws were
painted for Parents and Friends
Weekend this year to involve
them more in the school spirit.
Very interesting, but I had also
noticed that someone had spread
sand of some sort over the newly
painted paws this year.
Dysart had an answer for that
too.
"We are always experiment-
ing," she said. This year the stu-
dents met with the Maine De-
partment of Transportation to
discuss the project.
'They were looking for a paint
that woul ast longer," Dysart
said.
To do this ke SAA used high-
way paint which they coated with
reflective beads (the sand) to
make it show up better at night.
As I thought about this my mind
wandered over to the Union. Fig-
uring I was on a roll I decided to
find out what was up at the Den
I asked Craig Goodridge about
some of the reorganization of the
Den.
Foremost in my mind was the
fact that they had moved the chips
to the wrong side of the cash
register.
Goodridge said that it was done
to ease congestion ' around the
sandwich bar and to make it easier
for people to pick up chips.
Most of the changes were meant
to streamline the operation,
"within the space we have." he
said.
"We make 200 sandwiches per
day for the cooler:: he said. "So
people don't have to wait 10
minutes in line."
The ice cream bar, which used
to be next to the sandwiches, was
moved to the pizza area. Goo-
dridge said that they now serve
"frappes and ice Cream all day."
With all of this activity around
campus I figured something must
also be happening at student
government. I was right.
I talked with Stavros Mendros,
vice president , of student gov-
ernment. According to him stu-
dent government will Won be
starting up what they call the
University of Maine Mini Bucks.
"It will be a weekly fundraiser
with a drawing every Friday."
Mendros said
Clubs who participate sell raf-
fle tickets each week and receive
20 of the profits.
The winner will get 50 percent
of the money and 30 percent will,
go into student &overnment's
budget.
Mendros is estin*iting that the
raffle will bring in $500 to $1000
during the first few weeks.
Damon Kiesow is a junior jour-
nalism major froni Albion, Me
who was surprised what a few
phone calls can
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German reunification
celebration day
To The Editor:
We, the German Club, would
like to share with you how we are
observing Tag der Einheit, Ger-
many's Day of Reunification.
Besides our Cafe Berlin, which
we will be holding in the Bangor
Lounges of the Memorial Union
and where we will be serving
German cakes and pastries from
12:30 - 16:00 on October 3, a
Wednesday, next week we are
also writing an open letter ad-
dressed to the German Parlia-
ments, which we would like to
share with the University of
Maine students, staff and faculty.
(See translations of the German
Text)
Open letter to the German Par-
liaments:
Sehr geehrte Kollegen der
Deutschen Parlamenten!
Die Mitglieder des Deutschen
Vereins der Universitat Maine
mochten Sie, die Parlamenten und
die Bevolkerung, am Tag der
Einheit herzlichst begluckwun-
shen. Wir hoffen auf eine
friendliche Zukunft fur em n ge-
meinsames Deutschland. Wir
freuen uns sehr, dass wir die
Wiedervereinigung Deut-
schlands meiterleben durfen. Nun
mochten wir hoffen, dass die
Bevolkerung Deutshlands und
Gesamteuropas in bruderlicher
Einheit zusammenarbieten wird.
Mit bruderschaftlichem Gruss,
University of Maine's German
Club
(English translation)
The members of the German
Club at the University of Maine
would like to wish you, the Ger-
man Parliaments and people, all
the best on the Reunification Day.
We hope that a Reunited Ger-
many will have a peaceful future.
We are very glad that we were,
able to expisrience the Reunifi-
cation in our life time. Today and
in the future we would like to
hope that the people of Germany
and the whole of Europe will
continue to work together in
brotherly peace.
Joel Spencer
German Club Graduate Student
Advisor
# 1/45 to the
Maine ;'ilipu,s!
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Hunting season is almost here,
and soon thousands of sports-
persons will be out in the woods,
stalking the wily deer as their
pioneer foreparents once did,
armed with nothing but their wits.
Plus of course their guns. Plus
maybe:
A TM2-100 Infrared Trail
Monitor ($149.99). which at-
taches to a tree and -monitors big
game activity in your• hunting
area," then "digitally displays
day, month and time that game
penetrate
A Deli' cue Game Call-
er ($179. attracts various
types of le by playing taped
animal n s over a "powerful
long-ran ._ ,i,er." Among the
cassette.. e at $7.99 each
are "Bat , Squeals"
and "Bug Elk During Rut."
A selection of chemical deer
attractants, including "The Rut
Stuff." which is -formulated from
'in-heat'- doe and cow urine se-
cretions."
Pius many other high-tech
,ctive
hunting products that can raise
the cost of getting a wily deer to
roughly $1.352 per wily ounce.
These fine hunting products and
many more are listed in a
sportsperson-suppliescatalog put
out by Gander Mountain Inc..
which I recommend to those of
you who enjoy entertaining
reading. Be sure to check out the
photograph on the cover, which
shows a hunter wearing a com-
plete hunting ensemble, featuring
color-coordinated bright-orange
hatjacket, pants and gloves, plus
perhaps a seductive dab of doe
and cow urine secretions behind
each earlobe. He's sitting on a
fallen log, holding his rifle and
looking vigilantly off into the
distance while, about 30 feet be 
hindhim, a large deer is bound-
ing gaily through the forest.
probably trying hard not to burst
out laughing. The hunter appears
to he totally unaware of the deer.
Perhaps the batteries have died in
his Infrared Trail Monitor.
was so tickled by the Gander
4.44- row.- 4r ,..,-----------
Pn duce less waste by
starting a recycling policy
Guest column by Scott Wilkerson
Many people have called me
about recycling on campus: What
is being recycled and where?
Why isn't their building includ-
ed? When can they get started?
When will we be recycling other
stuff? For good questions I have
good answers.
Paper recycling is in progress in
thirty two campus building. All
other buildings on campus. in-
cluding residence halls, academ-
ic buildings, dinning commons
and the library. will be included
by November 1st. Our program
hinges on having separate recep-
tacles in offices and on floors for
papers waste collection. When
more of these Paper Barrels ar-
rive, as some thousand pieces
have been ordered, we will dis-
tribute them to the -rest of the
campus.
Copier paper of all colors, letter
head, white and yellow ledger,
notebook paper, envelopes with
windows removed, manila en-
velopes and folders, class folders
of all colors, non-carbon receipts.
all magazines, and books art re-
cyclable and can be combined
together in the Paper Barrel.
Some items are strictly bad news
to paper recycling: sticky notes,
tape, rubber bands, food, food
wrappings, soiled plates and
napkins, paper cups, candy
wrappers, sticky labels, and car-
bon paper. If you come across
these articles, pleas separate from
paper and reuse or discard into a
waste basket.
If your building is not recycling
vet and you want to start now,
bring your office paper or old
class notes and magazines to the
Memorial Union, main floor by
the custodial office, and drop
them off in the Paper Barrel.
Newspapers can also be brought
to the union and plac/ad beside
the Paper Barrel.
Later this year we will institute
plastic glass, and aluminum re-
cycling across campus. Till them.
collect your returnables and turn
them in towards an office or floor
party.
Recycling is effective, howev-
er, it is an "after the fact" solution
to our waste disposal problem.
The reduction of waste is step
one:
*bring a bag lunch to work or
school and reuse these paper and
plastic bags
*bring your nap sack to the
bookstore instead of taking a pa-
per bag
*clean and reuse the salad
containers from the Damn Yan-
kee and bring your own silver-
ware
*Use both sides of your paper
for rewrites of notes
'-carry a handkerchief or ban-
dana instead of using up napkins,
paper towels and tissues -
*ask your professor to use both
sides for handouts
These are just a few ideas. There
is many more, if you think about
it.
If you are collecting recYclables
at home, *Ill your town office or
public works department and find
out where you can take such
items. Most communities in this
area are recycling some goods.
Be waste wise. The less you
produce, the less you need , to
recycle. Give me a ring with
suggestions or questions.
Scott Wilkerson is the Campus
Recycling Education Coordina-
tor 581-2680.
es ai# deer that go Nam
Dave Barry
Mountain catalog that I called the
alert reader who sent it to me,
Barbara Clark of Greenfield.
Wis., to thank her, an she told me
about a True Hunting Adventure
that happened to her husband's
best friend's father He was
stalking a deer in the northern
Wisconsin woods, when he came
to a clearing, and standing there,
in all its silent majesty, was a 12-
point buck. Realizing that this
was a once-in-a-lifetime chance,
B. Ara Clark's husband's best
fr)'. ,! I's father took careful aim
ar red, and the deer fell over.
And stuffing came out of it.
Yes. Ile shot a stuffed deer. It
had been placed there by •Wis-,
consin game officials to trap
hunters who shoot deer fron the
road, which is illegal and un-
sportspersonlike and unfair to the
honest hunters crouched in the
woods with their chemical at-
tractants.
I called the Wisconsin Depart-
ment of Natural Resources for
more information about the de-
coy-deer program, and spokes-
person Ron Groener told me that
it has caused "quite a to-to" be-
cause "the people who are caught
claim it's entrapment." (This is
of course the same defense that
was raised by Washington, D.C.,
Mayor And Role Model Marion
Barry after he was lured to a
bugged hotel room by federal
narcotics agents using a stuffed
deer.)
The point is that you sportS-
perSons need to be careful out
there, especially in light of these
alarming reports about radioac-
tive deer. If you think I'm mak-
ing this up, check out the article
on Page 22 of the August 1990
issue of Scientific American,
which was sent to me by alert
reader I); , , Adin. The article
state,; ; e wastes from
Der!' .; ‘rgy nuclear-
weapons fac lities have been
contaminating wildlife. Here is a
direct quote: •
"At the Savannah River Plant in
South Carolina former DOE en-
gineer William Lawless remem-
bers when radioactive turtles were
found two miles from the site on
a commercial hog farm."
Think about that. RADIOAC-
TIVE TURTLES. Other species
that have been contaminated.
according to the article, include
geese, ducks. rabbi .coyotes and
-- note the working carefully here
"an exploding deer population."
I don't like the sound of that at
ALL. You don't have to be a
nuclear physicist to realize that
it's only a matter of time before
one of these deer reaches critical
mass, and some unsuspecting
sponsperson takes a shot at it,
and BLAM, all that's left of the
immediate forest is a latge crater
and mushroom cloud containing
billions of tiny glowing sports-
molecules. We can only hope, as
caring humans, that such a trag-
edy never occurs; or, if it does,
that it will be available on rental
videocassette.
• •.
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(CPS) - Many college women abandon
or subordinate their career goals to their
mates' careers, a researcher at the Urn-
versity of Colorado has found.
Margaret Eisenhart, a professor at CU,
surveyed 350 women at two unnamed
universities, and regularly interviewed 23
of the women ove- a period of eight years.
By the end of the period, only five of the
23 women had full-time careers, although
all 23 had stalled college with ambitions of
becoming doctors, lawyers or diplomats.
Eisenhart reported.
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Most of the orlic, iict, had childrch
and part-time jobs they really didn't want,
having sacrificed their plans in favor of
their husbands' or boyfriends' careers, she
said.
Eisenhard said they had fallen victim to
"a sexual auction block where their at-
tractiveness to men is continually being
reviewed and ranked by their peers.
"It's a subtle peer system by which men
and women are reproducing the status quo
in gender relations."
Some female college students say
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Dating Service livid
over "Zero" bank ad
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP) - A man
who matches singlet for a living isn't
amused by a bank's light-hearted ad slo-
gan, "We handle more zeros than a dating
service."
Jeffrey Ullman, president of the Encino-
based Great Expectations dating service,
led a protest Tuesday outside Santa Monica
Bank, urging customers to close their
accounts.
"Since Santa Moncia Bank believes that
single people are zeros, we're asking all
people, single and married, to reduce their
band accounts to zero," said Ullman. fie
was joined by about three dozen protest-
ers, including executives of two other
dating services.
Officials of the eight-branch bank
wouldn't comment, referring questions to
their ad agency, Team One Advertising.
"It's a little bit of humor that's meant to
bring a smile, not an attack by dating
services," siid Pat Robertson, vice pres-
ident of account services. "We're just
playing on zeros in ',terms of monetary
sums.
"It's just a comment on contemporary
society that we've all had a zero date."
Robertson added that the slogan will be
mplaced at the end of the month, but not
because of pressure from the dating ser-
vices.
"We change them every month. We
take a generic term on society and have a
little tongue in cheek with no attempt to be
mean-spirited," she said.
Last month's ad, for instance, poked fun
at the materialistic side of society. It
stated: "Money isn't everything (Yeah
right)."
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Amy Egeland. and elementary education
major at Cereal Washington University,
called Eisenhat* comments "harsh."
"Isn't it natural to want to iP• •
Egeland asked.
Egeland, who is engaged will be
putting her fiance through law school, said
she thought both men and • -,re
lossess in a situation whore bc
want to stay together and have
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Sports
Women's soccer wins third in a row
By Shelley Danforth
Staff Writer
While Rhonda Pelkey was
passing out goals. Nicole Ricci
was taking them away.
Pelkey and Ricci led the Uni-
versity of Maine women's soccer
team to a 6-1 thrashing of the
University of Southern Maine in
the sunshine last Friday after-
noon.
UMaine boosted their record to
3-4 while USM dropped to 2-5.
UMaine got on the board first
when Elisa Finer took Pelkey's
cross field pass and beat USM's
Jennifer Lindabury to the far side
with 33:45 left in the first half.
USM scored their only goal
when Tammy Knowles beat Ricci
to the far side at the 27:51 mark.
"1 came out to take it as a
breakaway but she shot it in the
far corner. It was a good shot,"
Ricci said.
From there on out it was all
UMaine.
With 18:54 left, Pelkey notched
her second assist when her shot
deflected off Lindabury and
Tiffany Mosher, was there to
punch ii in for her-second goal of
the season.
Seven minutes I later. Pelkey
added to her offensivt stats by
scoring unassisted n front of a
crowded goal.
"1 took it off a body and sent it
in," Pelkey said. "We've been
working on those volleys in
practice."
Christina Contardo joined the
scoring parade with 4:46 left in
the first half, when her blast from
the corner beat Lindabury again
• 
to the far side.
Ten minutes into the second
half, Lisa Couture knocked in her
third goal of the season on a 25-
yard centerfield blast. Finer got
the assist.
Contardo finished the scoring,
with sixteen minutes left, when
her lob shot bounced over Lind-
abury's head into the goal.
"It was nice to-see our shots go
in," said UMaine coach Moira
Buckley. "We used all the space
(on the field). Our combination
passing was more effective today
because of it."
Ricci turned in another stellar
performance coming up with key
saves after every UMaine score.
On the play immediately fol-
lowing Mosher's goal, Ricci
came up with a one-handed, over
the top deflection.
After Pelkey's goal, Ricci came
seeUMVUSM on page 12
Black Boars fall to Richmond 24-16
'40.0-t•
Paul Capriott.i, filling for the injured Carl Smith , rushed 
for 113
yards on 23 carries, but it wasn't enough a
s UMaine lost to
Richmond 24-16 t Photo by Scott ',eclair
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
Kirk Ferentz sits in his office,
staring at nothing in particular
and appearing tired and dejected.
He almost looks lost.
It is the day after his Black Bear
football team lost their folirth
consecutive Yankee Conference
game, this time to the University
of Richmond 24-16, eliminating
them from any chance at de-
fending their conference title.
'That was a tough loss,' Ferentz
said. "We got off to bad start and
it is just very disappointing."
The play which summed up the
1990 season took place with 22
seconds left in the half.
After UMaine moved the ball to
the Richmond 36 yard line,
quarterback Jeff DelRosso
hooked up with Matt Swinson
for a 31 -yard gain. Swinson
turned to head up field and took a
a big hit from a Richmond safety
James Smith, causing a fumble
which was recovered by Rich-
mond on their own 10.
Five plays later, Richmond's
senior tailback Eric Hopkins ran
up the middle, broke several
tackles and raced for 69 yards,
putting the Spiders up 21-6 at the
half.
"That was a big play. If he hadn't
scored it would have been 14-6
and it could have been a different
game," Ferentz said.
Richmond head coach Jim
Marshallsaid Hopkin's run gave
the team an additional boost and
showed that they could win.
"Eric's run gave us a lot of
momentum going into the second
half which is what we needed,"
he said.
The Black Bears answered that
touchdown with one of their own
to tart the second half.
U Maine Cornerback Bill Curry
intercepted a Kyle Homer pass at
the Richmond 24, setting up
five play drive, capped off with a
four-yard touchdown pass from
DelRosso to Swinson.
"Jeff had some great throws,
and that was one of them, but he
also had some throws that he
would like to have back," Ferentz
said.
DelRosso finished the game 13
of 35 for 161 yards with one
touchdown and two interceptions.
"I still have a lot of confidence
inJeff and he is our quarterback,"
Ferentz said. "We had 10 penal-
ties and those things kill you.
'Fbat just shows the lack of con-
hr uity we have on offense.
liMaine's offensive line was
decimated this weekend with Rob
Noble„ Torn Rogers and Pete
Saulnier missing the game and
ilexperienced backups Sean
see LOSS'on page 12
Red Sox take
two of three
from Toronto
BOSTON (AP) - Fred McGriff
led Toronto's 19-hit barrage with
four singles and the Blue Jays
charged back to within one game
of Boston in the American League
East, roughing up the Red Sox
10-5 Sunday.
The Blue Jays salvaged the fi-
nale of a three-game series and
prevented Boston from clinching
a share of the division title.
Toronto cow finishes the regular
season with three games at Bal-
timore while the Red Sox are
home for the last three more in
the seventh.
McGriff helped Toronto to a 1-
0 lead in the first, had an RBI
single during a three-run second
and added a two-run single in the
fifth.
Jimmy Key (13-7) allowed nine
hits, including Tom Brunansky s
fifth homer in-three days, and
five runs in 6 2-3 'innings, he
gave way in the seventh to Jim
Acker after Jody Reed got hti.
third hit.
Joe Hesketh (0-4). the second
Boston pitcher, took the loss,
surrendering a tie-breaking
homer to Junior Felix. his 15th,
in the fifth. -
Boston starter Greg Harris (6-
see SOX on !page 12
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Pirates clinch NI, East
St. Louis (AP) - The Pittsburgh Pirates
clinched their first National League East
title since the disco days of "We are Fam-
ily," beating the St. Louis Cardinals 2-0
Sunday on Doug Drabek's three-hitter.
Pittsburgh, which l..3 now won a season-
high seven straight games and 10 of 11,
will play Cincinnati starting Thursday in a
rematch of the 1979 NL playoffs. The
Reds and the Pirates were the only NL,
teams not to win division titles in the
1980's.
The Pirates, who ifirished fifth last sea-
son with a 74-88 record, dominated the NL
East at the start, closing April with 10
victories in 11 games to take over first.
Pittsburgh has led the division for 147 of
175 days. moving into first place for good
4 by beating Philadelphia on Aug. 4 and then
sweeping a three-game series from the
Mets.
A three-game, season-ending series be-
tween the second-place Mets and Pitts-
burgh will be meaningless.
While the Pirates reached the top, the
Cardinals dropped to 70-89 and ensured
they will finish last for the first time since
1918. It was the longest streak any club
had gone without finishing last.
Drabek (22-6), the NL Cy Young Award
favorite, closed out the clincher in style
with his third shutout of the season and
ninth complete game. He pitched to only
one batter over the minimum through sew-
en innings as he won for the eighth time in
nine decisions. He has lost only twice in 18
starts since June 28.
Drabek gave up a one-out double to Terry
Pendleton in the second, a leadoff single to
Jose Oquendo in the third and a one-out
wingle to Milt Thompson in the fifth. But
he stranded Pendleton on third and helped
himself by picking off both Oquendo and
Thompson.
Sox
ontinued from page 11
0) lasted just 1 2-3 innings, allowing lour
runs on five hits and two walks.
Hesketh replaced Harris, but wilted after
Boston pulled into a 4-all tie with two runs
in the fourth. Hesketh gave up eight hits
and three runs.
Tony Fernandez and George Bell each
got three hits for Toronto.
Kelly Gruber struck out for the third out
in the first, but reached base on Harris'
wild pitch. Gruber later scored on Ell's
single and Boston tied it in its first on
Wade Boggs' RBI single.
The Blue Jays combined four hits and a
walk for three runs in the second. Mook le
Wilson had a sac:-ifice fly. McGriff hit an
RBI single and another run scored ascatcher
Tony Pena mishandled a throw to the plate
for an error.
Boston scored on doubles by Pena and
Carlos Quintana in the second, then made
it 4-4 in the fourth on a sacrifice fly by
Dwight Evans and a single by Pena.
After Lee was thrown out trying to stretch
a single to start the fifth, Felix homered
into the screen. in left-center. The Blue
Jays loaded the bases and McCiriff met
Wes Gardner with a two-run single.
Toronto added three insurance runs in
the seventh. One run scored as Boggs let
a grounder to third go through his legs for
an error. and Bell and John Olerud hit RBI
singles.
A vone it terested c,
/or the Maine Campus should
contact Jeff Pinkham or Lrika
Hurtubise at 581-1268
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.\len's soccer captures
Mass Challenge Cup
The University of Maine men's soccer
team won the Massachusetts Challenge
Cup this weekend with wins over Rider
College on Saturday and Drexel University
on Sunday.
UMaine picked up a 1-0 win over Rider
with Rob Thompson scoring on a penalty
kick at 32:49 of the first half, giving the
Black Bears all the offense they would
need. Goalie Marshall White made three
saves.
On Sunday, the Black Bears clinched the
cup with a 2-1 win over Drexel. Tim Dean
scored with an assist from Todd Sniper and
John Mellow scored his eighth goal of the
year with an assist from Peter Gardula.
Sniper, Gardula and Mike McGuire were
named to the All-Tournament team while
junior back Gary Crompton was named
the tournament's Most Valuable Player.
UMaine's record now stands at 7-2.
Loss continued from page 11
Dowd and Dave Clark filling in.
"It seems we have a different lineup
everyday, and we can't seem to get any
rhythm," Ferentz said.
As they did in the first two games of the
year, the Black Bears fell behind early as
Richmond scored two first- quarter
touchdowns.
Quarterback Kyle Horner scored on a 10-
yard run after UMaine punter Jeff Mottola
was tackled at his own 10 after fumbling a
bad snap from center, giving the ball to
Richmond.'
The Spiders scored again four minutes
later on a five play, 61 yard drive capped
off with a three-yard touchdown run by
fullbadk Scott Mahone.
UMaine got on the board in the second
quarter with field goals of 32 and 22 yards
by Mottola. He added a 27-yard field goal
in the third quarter, giving him seven in the
last two games and eight on the season.
"Statistically, we are improving but it
would nice to getlhe ball in the end zone,"
Ferentz said.
Junior tailback Paul Capriotti, filling in
for the injured Carl Smith, was a bright
spot for Umaine as he rushed for 113 yards
‘on 23 carries. Sophomore Ben Sirmans
was also impressive as he picked up 42
yards on nine carries.
"We ran the ball better and Capriotti did
a great job," Ferentz said. "He is such a
hard runner and he also does a great job for
us on special teams."
The Black Bears travel cross country
next weekend to take on the University of
Hawaii at Aloha Stadium.
"It is going to be tough because our
routine is going to be so different, but it
might be good to change things," Ferentz
said. "To be honest though, I'd rather be
home."
USM continued from page 11
up big again with almost an instant replay
of the previous save when USM's Rebecca
Curtis caught the defense napping and got
open for a breakaway shot.
"I saw (the ball) going up. I just backed
up, jumped as high as! could and tipped it
over the bar," Ricci said. "It looked like it
was going in."
-Their goalie made some nice saves. She
was good," said USM coach Ed Flaherty.
For UMaine, Ricci and Shannon Danforth
combined for seven saves on eight shots.
•Lindabury had six saves on 17 shots.
"We were outplayed in all facets of the
GRAND ALOPL:liAG OF OUR NEW
TWO STORY FACILITY
' Catching Ra 25 South Main Street, Old Townys
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
-PECIAL
.;-.ANS FOR
ONLY $30.00
Plus bring this
coupon for 2
extra tanning
sessions
expires 12/31/90
game," Flaherty said. "Moira Buckley is
doing a great job."
"Both teams had good speed all over the
field and that gave us trouble in the begin-
ning of the game. They've got a good team.
We went punt for punt for a while," Buck-
ley said.
UMaine will face the University of
Vermont on Sunday and Buckley is ex-
pecting a very tough game.
"Vermont's a very gooi
got gtrat speed." Buckle
got to work hard and conta
team, they've
said. "We've
that speed and
wait for our chances to go forward."
-Featuring —
ON THE UPPER LEVEL: TANNING, AEROBICS,BEGINNERS EXERCISE, CARDIOVASCULAR EQUIPMENT, FITNESS AND FUNWEAR
ON THE LOWER
 LEVEL:
 
FULL FREE WEIGHT ROOM, JUICE BAR, LOUNGE,BIG SCREEN T.V. (MON. NITE FOOTBALL)WE NOW HAVE 3 TANNING BEDS AND
 1 BOOTH
COMING SOON
SHOWERS, LOCKERS. SAUNA AND HOT TUBCALL 827-3212 FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Crime Watchers say violent acts on campus are rising
BY WI Hoeptner
(CPS) — While the murders of five col-
lege students within three days in Gaines-
ille, Fla., the last week of August were
unusual, crime watchers say murder is a
more common crime on campuses na-
tionwide than most people think.
I lard statistics are hard to find, but crime
observers say they've been, surprised by
the results of several recent studies of the
problem.
"The rate oit victimization is higher than
anyone had known." says Jan Sherrill of
the Campus Violence Prevention Center.
based at Maryland's Towson State Uni-
versa!, .
Though people have rot been studying
the phenomenon for long, some statistics
seem to "show an increase" in murders and
other violent crimes at colleges across the
country, added Clarinda Raymond, Sher-
rill's colleague at Towson.
:Moreover, Raymond said, the murderers
are often other students.
Students, admin
clash over case of
black professor
CPS) --- In what is likely the longest
running protest of the summer, Cleveland
State University students on Sept.4 entered
the 67th day of a sit-in protesting how CSU
treated one of its blac
A different kindofc rsy involving
minority campus oft . ,.: .ided at about
the same time, when Dartmouth College
mu,ic Professor William Cole said that,
after seven years of verbal assaults and
ridicu'e from a conservative student
newspaper, he would quit.
At Cleveland State. "We're prepared to
stay as long as possible," declared student
Herman Brooks II, one of the protesters
demanding that CSU rehire Raymond
Winbush, its former vice president for
minority affairs.
Between 40 and 50 students and local
citizens have maintained a sit-in with about
20 people on duty at all times — at
Cleveland State President John Flower's
office building since June 29.
The protesters may be there for a long
time. The university says it won't budge.
"Raymond Winbush is not an issue for
negotiation," CSU spokesman Ed Mayer
said.
While CSU grappled with the controversy
over employment of a minority official,
Cole. one of the few black professors at
Dartmouth, resigned Aug. 22.
Since 1983 the Dartmouth Review, one
of the original conservative student
newspapers funded on some 35 campuses
by a group of wealthy business people,
regularly attacked Cole as incompetent
and even as looking like a "used Brill°
pad.- The attacks — which climaxed in a
shoutino match b?tween Cole and two
Review staffers -- drew the official ire of
Dartmouth administrators and ultimately
when writer William F. Buckley cited the
disciplining of Review staffers as an ex-
ample of how college campuses discrim-
inate again.,'
"1 wish I , :ng under more favor-
eircui, ances," Cole said in a prepared
statement. -I know that many people will
feel that the forces which are part of my
!caving Dartmouth have won a major
'.iet ors,. I lowever, this problem is no longer
for me to wrestle with. It is a problem for
Dartmouth to wrestle with."
"I gucs, 'Ac cannot rule out that the Flor -
ida murders werecommitted by a student,"
Raymond said.
On Sept. 1, police arrested Edward Lewis
Hunphrey, 18, a University of Florida first-
year student, for questioning in the case.
Police added they might have other suspects
ip the off-campus murders of three UF and
two Santa Fe Community College students.
Ploice found the bodies of 17-year-old
Christina Powell and her roommate, 18-
year-old Sonja Larson, in their apartment
Aug. 26. Both were UF first-year students.
Both were partially nude, and had been
stabbed.
Eight hourslater police found the stabbed,
decapitated Christa Leigh Hoyt, a Santa Fe
student, at her apartment.
The next day, Aug. 28, Santa Fe student
Tracy Inez Paules, 23, and her roommate,
UF senior Manuel Ricardo Toboada, 23,
were found stabbed to death.
The brutality and timing of the killings
prompted widespread student panic on the
UF campus. Many apparently left for home
just as classes were starting. Some who
stayed held loge slumber parties for pro-
tection. Still others bought weapons.
*subhead* An Influx Of Weapons Ads
They could find weapons readily adver-
tised in the Independent Florida Alligator,
the campus paper, which suddenly found
itself with an influx of ads for mace, tear
gas and stun guns, said an Alligator ad rep
who didn't want her name used.
Some campus leaders nevertheless said
UF is a relatively safe place.
"I think security on campus is incredible,"
said Michael Browne, UF's student body
president. "Campus crime has been down."
Multiple slayings are in fact rare at col-
leges. The most notable instance occurred
in December 1989, when a gunman killed
14 female students and wounded another
13 people at the University of Montreal.
Some 1,990 violent crimes were com-
mitted on campuses in 1988, the most
recent FBI census of crime in America
found. While the FBI report is notoriously
misleading, the number probably did not
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represent all the violent crimes because
college can puses were not required to
report them.
In January 1990, Raymond's group re-
leased a survey showing that 36 percent of
the nation's student had been victims of
violent crimes.
Yet students typically don't think of their
campuses as dangerous.
"They naturally want to believe it's a safe
place," 'toed Jeanne Morrow, housing
dorector at the University of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana, where a student was
murdered in her off-campus apartment in
mid-August.
Montana State, Ball State, St. John's,
Louisiana State, Northeastern, Wesleyan
and Oklahoma State universities, the
University of California at Berkeley, and
Ithaca. Stephens, Hunter and Carroll col-
leges, amongothers, have been the scenes
of violent crimes recently.
Another reason students may be shocked
to hear of violent crimes on their campus is
that schools misleail them, Morrow added.
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HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE IS
DEPENDING ON IT.
B
ecause it does. Smart investors know that yourfuture depends on how well your retirement
system performs. TIAA-CREF has been thepremier
retirement system for people in education and researchfor oN,er 70 years. We have enabled over 200,01)0people like you to enjoy a comfortable retirement. Andover 1,000,000 more are now planning for the futurewith TIAA-CREF.
SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS
Security—so the resources are there when it is time toretire. Growth so you'll have enough income for thekind of retirement you want. And diversity—to helpprotect you against market volatility and to let youbenefit from several types of investments.
THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET WITH
TIAA-CREF.
'TIAA offers you the safety of a traditional annuity thatguarantees your principal plus a specified rate ofinterest, and provides for additional growth throughdividends. CREF's variable annuity offers
opportunities for growth through four different
some' S85 billion in assets.
Investment accounts, each managed with the long-term perspective essential to sound retirementplanning:
The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account*
The CREF Social Choice Account*
CALL I-800-842-2776
TO FIND OUT MORE
Our experienced retirement counselors will be happyto answer your questions and tell you more about
retirement annuities from TIAA-CREF.
Experience. Performance. Strength.
Your tutur, )tected by the largest private
retirc. • , 1,1 in the world. We have done so well,for so , tor so long, that we currently manage
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.im
Pond Market and Sew iaLf lauft may until.- auadatile ander 'All uist itusl,a) 1 "11te,neut411111 Retirement Annuity plans. f,), &lC.113-5111,-nifttLa , 
ljoi more complete information, including charges and expenses, call I-8(X)-842-2733, ext 5.5(Y) tor a priwpectus.prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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Read the
Virginia Beach
weekend quiet
(CPS) -- A year after rioting mrred the
bitgest.annual gathering of black cdllegians
in the country. sending racial reverberations
across the country, this year's Laborfest
'90 in Virginia Beach, Va.. ended peace-
fully.
About 29,000 people, mainly black col-
legians, visited the resort town during the
holiday weekend. They were met by a
police presence that some complained was
excessive.
As was the practice last year, hotel oc-
cupants were required to wear color-coded
bracelets to get into their hotels.
The city closed a 200-block section of the
oceanfront to traffic. Visitors with hotel
reservations could drive in. but others had
to walk or take buses.
Hundreds of ei.tra officers were on duty
when tbe weekend started. But after the
first two nights went smoothly, police
scaled back operations.
"I don't think the security is fair at all,"
said Norfolk State kiniviihity student Tony
Jeffries. "People pay thtiir money to stay in
hotels so why car t they have guests if they
want to?"
"I feel like were prisoners. of Virginia
Beach arnd I know the city wouldn't make
other people abide by these regulations."
complained Day d Anderson, a student at
Millersville University in Pennsylvania.
In 1989, some 100,000 people were in
town when the violence broke out.
Thousands tif young blacks clashed along
the resort's strip with white police officers
in riot gear. The Virginia National Guard
was finally celled in to restore order:
In the dash's aftermath, studentsclaimed
they'd been targetedbecause they are black,
and that local residents had canceled many
of the weekend's traditional activities. As
a result, the record-sized crowds had little
to do, and were left to mill around the
streets.
The city spent the year analyzing whir
went wrong last year and planned a num
her of events, including a job fair, a parade,
and concerts.
Some students;
 complaining that too
much was being done to control the event,
called for an economic boycott of the re
sort, encouraging their peers to go to othe
festivals al ing the East Coast.
"I haven' spent any money since I've
been here in Virginia Beach," said Anthony
Gresham o
Jersey. "I b
I want some
Essex County Collige in New
ought food from home, ind if
more, I will buy it elsewhere."
Atrai of student
parti s runs amok
(CPS) 
—lihe huge riots that marred the
1989 colleg Labor Day gathering at Vir-
ginia Beach, Va., were only one of several
outdoor stu eht parties that turned into
ugly confrontations with police last year.
This fall ali4eady has gotten off to a bad
start. Most r cently, a weekend Bid Day
party — an annual fraternity-sorority
gathering. at he University of Missouri-
Columbia — umed tragic Aug. 24 when a
17-year-old uth was seriously injured
when be accid mtally touched high-voltage
wires on a uti ity pole.
Emergency ersonnel trying to reach the
victim were Ited by beer bottles from the
crowd, which numbered bekween 5,000
and 10,0(X) st
University oil ds have
. steps to prever i»ilar u•
----. ....a~m~a
aaawwmwmatimaiwasamasmaraarosamiatassraaaa•amottat'irarow
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Experts: US-Iraqi war bicomming more likely
By Edith M. Lederer
London (AP) - The likelihood of war in
the Persian Gulf has grown significandy as
sanctions and a hostile world push Saddam
Hussein into a corner with no diplomatic
escape. European and Israeli military an-
alysts say.
But they say there is still a window for
peace, before the effects of sanctions sink
in further and U.S.-led forces in Saudi
Arabia become strong enough to consider
launching a military operation to push Iraq
out of Kuwait.
"I think another six to eight weeks is
available to prevent a conflict, but after
that it becomes almost inevitable," said
Paul Beaver, publisher of Jane's Defense
Weekly.
With the United Nations demanding an
unconditional Iraqi withdrawal from Ku-
wait and Iraq reinterating almost daily that
it will never leave, the analysts see little
room for a negotiated solution.
-Saddam Hussein could well now be
driven into a corner which makes negoti-
ations difficult and we could see a situation
where he is left with very few options—
and those ail being of a military nature,"
Beaver said in an interview.
Dominique Moisi, deputy director of the
French Institute for International Relations
in Paris, said he would "love to see a
diplomatic option" but "it would mean
that.. .Saddam Hussein gives in to Western
Study .says one-fifth
By Donald M. Rothberg
Washington (AP) - Fewer than 20 percent
of eligible voters cast ballots in the 1990
primaries, according to a nonpart san study.
Maine ranked fifth lowest among the states
which had primarie; in both, parties, the
study Said.
Dismal as it f. appear, that turnout
was about avera a midterm election,
reported the Co for the Study of
the American E Ic. The report also
cautioned that t in primaries is not
an indicator totf her voters will be
motivated to go polls in November.
The turnout for states which had prima-
ries in both parties was 19.56 percent,
down a
There
contests
State.,
By The
was struck i
cyclist who
road were t
accidents in
f a percent from 1986.
ew bright spots. Hot
ublican and Democratic
two highway
Press - A child who
rig lot and a motor-
head-on on a foggy
of fatal weekend
,'police reported.
A 60-year-old man was killed on the fog-
bound'U S Route 2 in Dixfield when a car. .
crossed the-center line and struck his mo-
torcycle early Saturday, police said.
Police identified the victim as Corydon
pressure, and it's rather unlikely." Col. Andrew Duncan, assistant director
A compromise is still possible, he said, in for information at the International Insti-
which Iraq would withdraw in return for groups in the Arlab world and the West.
agreement to hold an international con- But "both the United Nations and the
ference to redefine Kuwait's boundaries, Arab League have 'got to be the major
give Iraq access to the sea and redistribute players in the solution," he said.
Kuwaiti oil reserves. Iraq believes fcr the U.N. embargo will
tie ",But I do not see it in the cards right eventually crac4 said Ian Anthony, a re-
now," Moisi said. "Maybe in the very searcher at the Siockholm Peace Research
beginning a diplomatic option might have Center.
been open. Now it's a bit late." "Iraq's agendaatow is to change the sit-
Even if Iraq withdraws from Kuwait, uation so radica* in Kuwait tn never be
which would United Nations, the rest of put back to whet's it was," Anthony said.
the world has to be assured that Saddam He said Iraq recently tried to depopulate
doesn't have tae potential to strike again or Kuwait its borti . Bagdad has also
continue developing nuclear and chemical moved large • \ of Palestinians into
weapons, Beaver said. Kuwait-to cl:.: population balance.
of eligible voter cast Primary rallots
nominations for governor of Massachu-
setts brought out 32 percent of the voters,
the highest turnout for such elections there
since 1962.
In the District of Columbia, nearly 27
percent of the eligible Democrats turned
out to choose nominees for mayor. the
highest participation since the city gained
home rule in 1974.
In both Massachusetts and the District of
Columbia. the surge of primary election
voters resulted in a rejection of political
insiders.
John Silber won the Democratic nomi-
nation for governor of Massachusetts,
easily defeating the pre-election favorite,
former Attorney General Frank Bellotti.
Also campaigning as an outsider, William
Weld captured the GOP nomination for
fatals over weekend
Young Sr. of Wilton. The driver of the car.
Jeffrey Patenaude, 26, of Rumford. was
not injured. Police were investigating
Sunday.
Also Saturday, a 2-year-old Oakland boy
was killed struck by a pickup truck in the
parking lot of Maheu's Kawasaki on
Kennedy Memorial Drive, Oakland police
said.
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Fishers, Farmers & Natives
New Magazine Digest
Special Introductory Price $1.50/issue or $14.50 for
10 issues
Looking for volunteers, ad. sales people, contributor,.
Please contacit Richard Eaton, 348-6161 for more
information, mornings and evenings.
All interested people please meet October 1 in the FFA
Room, Memorial Union, 5pm-7pm
SUBWAY'
.HIRING
PART-TIME and FULL-TIME
EMPLOYEES
Flexible hours-day/night now available. Training provided for
friendly, responsible individuals with good rniith and reading skills,
a willingness to learn, and who enjoy working with -• ,nle.
Delivery drivers also needed.
Apply in person from 4 p1.-8 p.m. October 61:2
18 11,16I SL Orono
governor, defeating legislative Republi- affect all incumbents or, as is more tradi-
can leader Steven Pierce. tional, the party vihich occupies the White
Sharon Pratt Dixon, who has never held House."
elective office, defeated four officeholders He also noted piimary election.turnout
to win the Democratic nomination for has "not necessarily been a reliable indica-
mayor of Washington. tor of general election trends."
"Even in this era of cynicism, public The states with the highest percentage
disillusionment with politics and declining turnout in the primaries were Alaska with
voter participation, the public will vote if 37.9 percent; Wyoming 36.3; Arkansas
they have something important to vote for 32.5; Massachusetts 32.4; Montana 32;
or against," said Curtis B. Gans, director of Oklahoma 31.3, and Nebraska 30.2.
the committee. Lowest turnout was in Connecticut with
But Gans said it was "too early to tell 5.2 percent; New Jersey 5.5; South Caroli-
whether the anti:incumbent mood that was na 7.4; Wisconsin 9.0; Maine Ili, and
reflected in some of the primaries will turn. Michigan 12.3.
act vist (in November) and whether it will:
Attention Advertisers:
The deadline for placing display
or classified advertising in The I
Mahle Campus is two working
days before the date of
publication at noon.
For Monday's paper, the
deadline is Thursday at noon.
For Wednesday's paper, the
deadline is Monday at noon.
For Friday's paper, the deadline
is Wednesday-at noon
Thank you for your attention
to this matter.
••
16
.roft..1100.0641015
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Classified Advertisin
Maine Camgpus
For Sale
Radar Detector
Escort Radar Detector,
with case and owner's
manual.Only $145.
Call Steve
866-3084
Keyboard and New
Adapter - Casiotone
310: 4 chord, bass,
arpeggio patterns; 12
built -in insruamental,
sounds, rythms. $95.
Call 866-4872
.1111•1011.11•It
Olds Cutlass
Supaarne .
I 'jas V-8 Very good
111
u.•,- trtk, :•!)t)
or B:(
862-5966
Clarinet
Used clarinet Vito.
Excellent Condition.
Pads in good shape.
Great for woodwind
doubler. $UX) or Bic)
827-4372
Computer
Commodore 64,
monitor, diskdrive,
printer, $500 software;
joystick, foastloader,
$600 or B/0 941-9684
and leave a message.
Help Wanted
Best fundraiser on
campte.1
Look,og for j frater-
nity, sorority Or Stu-
den torganiz.a ti on that
would like to make
$500- $1000 for a one
week on cam pus mar-
kettna protect Must
14e of a.int zed and hard
work:Jig. Call [conifer
or Kelan at
800- a92 2121
Apartments
Room For Rent
House in woods,
Orono $250 + Utili-
ties. Will reduce rent
for chores / babysit
Call: 866-5548
Non-smoker
Services
MONEY MAKING
IDEAS
10 page report tells
how. Send $3 to
JHM B1 Eddy
Heights, East Holden
ME. 04429
sling Lost?
ng Found?
itifisip
lame 
dR
Ca pus
ror rne! I
Shops
Orono Thrift Shop
Turn right onto Pine
Street, 2nd right to
Birch Street
Open Wednesdays
II--I
Orono Thrift Shop
r A
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 In just onc.
week. Earn up t,
$1000 for your can
pus organization. Me
a chance at Va
more! This pre.
works! No invest t
needed.
Call
1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50
P rsonals
Stoney!
I've got another
question for ya...
-me
Congratulations
CI Cote
on your election to
the Student Senate
Patty and Ann
Thanks for your
support. You are my
pillars. I love you
guys'
-H
Alright Ann.!
What's this abont an
infatuation?
ilmmrn?
-Remmington
OFFICE
MOM%
' 
irf 
riri 
itt
TRAVEL FREE
Quality vacations
exotic destination
The most affon
Spring Break pas •
to Jamaica at
Cancun.
to free ti.i
1-800-426-771(1
Found
I Puppy in Middle St.
I area. Call Louisa at
581-2391 or 866-0148
I for more info
GERMAN
REUNIFICATION
DAY
Okt.3, 12:30-5 Tag der
Einheit Invitation to
Getman Club's Cafe
Berlin in Union.
McGill Unixaa•:-
.aral
cant;
f)eaditrie 4c.
p at t114 c ,,.,..,,.
A1rerican 
renter.
Gnat
Pumpkl Raffle
130 poue 1 Buck-a-
ticket. S, Centra'
.Supply 5: t ,Iorn
(ompns Rtiji wanted
- ta run si.a iJ
taaala ;rift.
tl.,tVelSir(4,
I -t) saa. (oat)
, atio-St 
.aiexti a •
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Four jailed on murder rap
Rockland, Maine (AP) - A 19-year-old
man whose body was pulled from the
bottom of a quarry had been drowned in a
pond about 20 miles away, authorities said
after an autopsy. Four men are charged
with murder.
The suspects were jailed this weekend,
one away from the others, pending court
appearances in connection with the
drowning death of Timothy Pinkham of
Rockland.
A state police spokesman said Pinkham's
body was found Friday in Engine Quarry
off Old County Road by state police divers
acting on information from an informant.
An autopsy by the state's chief medical
examiner, Dr. Henry Ryan, showed that
Pinkhatn had drowned earlier in the week,
perhaps on Monday, a state prosecutor
said.
Stephen McCausland, spokesman for the
Maine Department of Public Safety, said a
joint investigation by the Rockland and
state police and the Knox County Shen s
Department concluded that Pinkham was
killed at a pond in Northport. about 20
miles from Rcx:kiiand.
The body was taken to Engine Quarry
where it was dumped into 60 feet of water,
McCausland said.
The four men being held, all from Rock-
land, were identified as Robert DcWalt,
24, Kevin Knight, 19, and his brother,
Wesley, 21, and the Knights' brother-in-
law, David Frost, 24.
McCausland said Saturday that DeWalt
was being held at the Knox County Jail in
Rockland, while the other three men were
being held at the Waldo County Jail in
Belfast.
The men are to be arraigned in Belfast
District Court at the beginning of the week.
Neither McCausland, who said investi-
gators had developed a motive in the
slaying, nor the state prosecutor, Assistant
Attorney General Thomas Citaxi w in. would
comment in detail on the case.
Of the seperate jailings. Goodwin said
only, "there are reasons why the' re being
held separately."
McCausland said authorities had arna.ssed
"a great deal of background'," hut would
not provide details in advance of arraign-
ments expected Monday or Tuesday.
ITackman continued from page 7
they wind up with new impressions of
!ach other."
Academy Award-winning actor Gene
[Jackman says of his character: "I like the
idea that he is a lawyer and not necessarily
a man of action. He's a guy who's not
uncommonly strong or courageous who is
thrust into the position of having to defend
this woman and make things safe foi her.
He and Hunnicut are two character: put
into position of jeopardy who use their
wits rather than force.
"I also enjoyed the amount of dialogue in
this script. Something like an eight-page
scene is fun for actors because you're
doing what you've been taught to do. In
acting class we're not taught to swing from
trains and jump off cliffs."
Oscar nominee Anne Archer, explaiaing
the terror and bewilderment her character
feels, says: "Carol Hunnicut could be
anybody. She's a woman who has a nor-
mal lifestyle, and all of a sudden everythir g
turns very strange and she's in real .teop-
ardy."
Stalking the two is Nelson, played by
James B. Sikking, who has appeared in
three other films directed by Peter Hyams:
"The Star. Chamber," "Outland" and
"Capricorn One."
"Nelson is the classic kind of bad ;:uy,"
"Sikking says, "an enfOrcer for organized
....rime who is very good at his job."
He is•teamed with. British actor Nigel
Bennett, who protrays his man Jack
Wooron. Canadian actress Susan Hogan
stars as Kathryn Weller, the attractis e di-
vorcee Caulfield meets while aboard the
train who finds herself in a situation of
danger when she is mistaken for sorrexme
• Ise.
"Narrow Margin" also showcases the
• nts of character actor M. Emmet Walsh
Oeteetive Sgt. Dominick Bentt, J.T.
Walsh as attorney Michael Tarlow and
A. Preston as Martin Lamer, chief dep-
uty district attorney.
With 90 percent of the film set on a peril-
filled train, Hyams notes that he had to
provide a reason why the characters can't
get off. In "Narrow Margin," the country
:hr(,t,”h which the train passes is so mnote
tidding that Caulfield and liunni-
ut's only hope for survival is to stay on
board. To find that kind of territory, Hy -
ams looked for locations outside the United
States.
"I took a train ride aboard The Canadian
for a trip from Lake Louise to Vancouver
and was awestruck by the scenery," Hyams
says. "In was so beautiful and imposing
.that it seemed the perfect setting. You
could understand people not being able to
get off this train. There would simply be
no place to go if they did."
One of the filmmakers' biggest tasks was
finding the train on which most of "Narrow
Margin" would take place.
Producer Jonathan A. Zimbert recounts:
"It's one thing to write a story set on a train
and another to start calling around saying
we need a train at tour disposal for three
months, we need track and we need to be
left alone. Railroads are in the railroad
business, not the movie business."
Eventually the firnmakers found much of
what they needed at The Denver Railway
Car Comjtany, private owners of a fleet of
44 solid stafailess steel railroad cars, In
storage since 1986, the cars had to be
brought up to strict railway safety standards
before being cleared for travel.
A special truck was acquired to haul five
coach cars, two vista dome cars and one
diner car from Colorado to Kansas City,
,where crews 4-,orked day and night for
three weeks to overhaul and refit brakes,
check or replace hoses, valves and couplers,
and make an array of other repairs.
Following a five-day journey to Van-
couver, British Columbia,. the cars were
joined by a baggage car from Montreal,
provided by Canada's passenger train
serveice, Via Rail; a sleeper car from
Houston owned by a Texas physician and
train enthusiast; and a B-unit and engine
from B.C. Rail, the company on whose
tracks the train would run for the next three
months. Once assembled, they were all
repainted with blue and yellow Via Rail
colors before pulling in front of the "Narrow
Margin" cameras as a complete 12-car
passenger train.
While the search was On for a real pas-
senger train, an interior set was already
Vancouver warehouse. interiors for a coach
car, dining car, club car and compartment
car were built in only eight weeks.
